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of England. In the first place there was no likelihood of any
farther expansion of the older branches of the textile industry—
indeed, they were hardly holding their own—although some of
the newer fabrics were already experiencing a healthy growth.
In the second place there was increased specialization and
localization. Thirdly certain industries, most of which were
not new, grew in importance. It was already clear that they
were destined to flourish in the future. It was equally obvious
that they were going to be increasingly organized on a capi-
talistic basis—that the liquor of the housewife was to be replaced
by the beer of the brewery, that the making of salt was likely
in time to be confined to a few suitable districts, that glass
made in England would supplant the imported article, and
that mining would go on thriving until it had become one of
the leading industries. Already there was a very considerable
coal trade, some of it coastwise, especially to London, some of
it abroad. Indeed England was even then the largest producer
of coal in Europe. These, and other indications, pointed to
a rapid industrial growth in England as soon as the course of
politics promised internal peace.
The condition of the working classes in the seventeenth
century was largely determined by the Elizabethan act of 1563,
frequently called the Statute of Apprentices or of Artificers.1
That famous act had attempted to reduce into a coherent whole
many former statutes. It enacted that those engaged in certain
employments2 should be hired by the year, and that single per-
sons of any age, and all persons under thirty, not possessing
lands or tenements worth 4,0$. per annum or goods of the value
of ten pounds, should labour in the crafts in which they had
been brought up, and that persons not otherwise employed, and
without property of the annual value of 405., should labour at
agriculture. Such labourers must not leave, without a licence,
the place in which they had been employed. Merchants should
take as apprentices only those whose fathers possessed a 40^.
freehold,3 and should bind them to serve for seven years. In
1 5 Eliz., c. 4, Statutes of the Realm, iv (1819), 414-22.
z Which included all those concerned in the textile industry, shoemakers, bakers,
brewers, smiths, butchers, and millers.
3 This applied to the inhabitants of a corporate town—otherwise the sum was
three pounds. There were exceptions in favour of smiths, carpenters, rough masons,
plasterers, bricklayers, &c.

